Web personalization issues in big data and Semantic Web: challenges and opportunities
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Abstract: Web personalization is a process that utilizes a set of methods, techniques, and actions for adapting the linking structure of an information space or its content or both to user interaction preferences. The aim of personalization is to enhance the user experience by retrieving relevant resources and presenting them in a meaningful fashion. The advent of big data introduced new challenges that locate user modeling and personalization community in a new research setting. In this paper, we introduce the research challenges related to Web personalization analyzed in the context of big data and the Semantic Web. This paper also introduces some models and approaches that can bridge the gap between the two. Future challenges and opportunities related to Web personalization, analyzed from the big data and Semantic Web perspective, are also presented. The research challenges outlined in this paper involve the scrutability of user models in personalization, generic personalization, meta-personalization, open corpus personalization, and semantic data modeling.
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1. Introduction

The proliferation of data has rendered the Web space a unique environment where content is not simply searched and read but also explored and presented in a meaningful and user-friendly form. From various Web applications to social media and from mobile devices to wearables and the Internet of Things (IoT), all these innovations have together contributed to altering the Web as a global data space in their own manner. These alterations shape user interaction in a manner that profoundly transforms the human experience in the digital era. The research field of Web personalization has been very vibrant and active in the past twenty years, resulting in a plethora of terms, methods, techniques, and technologies [1]. The concept was first introduced by Brusilovsky in 1996 in the context of adaptive hypermedia systems (AHSs). A few revisions were introduced in 1998 [2], and in 2009 Knutov [3] completely revised it.

Web personalization is considered a process that consists of building models of individual user goals, preferences, and knowledge, as well as using such models throughout each interaction with users to adapt the proffered content to their preferences. User models (UMs) are utilized for automating the delivery of personalized content. They are generated by observing the knowledge gained from one topic or concept and abstracted to other, potentially wider, topics and concepts of similar interest and their continuous update and evolution.

In the last two decades, many approaches have been developed for systems that deliver Web personalization. Although it is almost impossible to provide an exhaustive list, we mention a few from the point of view of models and systems. The models we can name are the tower model [4] with the adaptive hypermedia appli-
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cation model (AHAM) [5], the Munich model [6], the Goldsmith model with Goldsmith’s adaptive hypermedia application model (GAHM) [7], and layered models [8, 9], including the layered adaptive hypermedia system authoring model (LAOS). The developed systems that we can name that substantially influenced research in the adaptive hypermedia realm are AHA! [10], KBS Hyperbook [11], APeLS [12], ELM-ART [13], and Interbook [14]. It is also worth mentioning some recent solid developments, such as TANGOW and TANGOW-based systems [15], GOMAWE [16], and CoMoLe [17].

The advent of big data and the Semantic Web with linked open data technologies introduces new contexts and brings additional research challenges and opportunities to Web personalization. The vastness, robustness, and versatility of data move Web personalization into a completely new research setting. In the following subsections, several research challenges are analyzed and we offer some potential solutions within the contexts mentioned above.

1.1. Big data and web personalization

Data proliferation and the advent of big data as a concept have given rise to the constraint of the so-called fiveVs [18]. Consequently, by current standards data are constrained by the speed at which new data are being generated, collected, and analyzed at any given time (i.e., velocity). The data are also constrained and affected by the amount of data produced every second across all online channels, including transaction records, network streams, experimental outputs, social media data, demographic records, citation data, clickstreams, log data, weather data, surveillance data, and sensor data (i.e., volume). The challenge that arises in this case is that volume cannot be managed if it cannot be quantified. The aim of this work is to offer directions for effective management of volume in big data to achieve effective Web personalization. Data are also affected by their structural diversity, which imposes the limit that no single data model can capture all the data’s elements and features (i.e., variety). Furthermore, data variety also influences data such that they are changed quickly, which results in inconsistency (i.e., variability), and finally, a huge amount of data always negatively affects data provenance, trustworthiness, and quality. Data vastness calls data quality into question, as seen from the perspective of reliable sources, and as a result, data quality should be valued over quantity (i.e., veracity).

Based on the above, the first research challenge can be formulated as follows.

**Research Challenge 1:** How can a huge amount of data be explored to achieve meaningful and actionable knowledge for effective Web personalization?

A myriad of techniques exist, varying from pattern identification to predictive modeling, and big data analytics methods can be separated into model-driven and pattern-driven methods. Techniques such as opinion mining, record linkage, security analytics, classification and clustering, and pattern mining tend to drive this separation. With these aspects in mind, in the following subsection we outline two possible Web personalization models based on pattern- and model-driven analytics, respectively.

1.1.1. Web personalization with pattern-driven analytics

Pattern-driven analytics represents the discovery and visualization of recurring patterns in large datasets. It is mostly a quantitative approach consisting of two main paradigms: pattern discovery through sampling and aggregation and pattern discovery through thresholding and filtering.

Sampling and aggregation pattern discovery is a query-based pattern aggregation, where data can be adaptively presented based on some initial ideas (hypotheses) of the subject that is being searched. The user initially introduces a topic in which that s/he is interested and, based on that, a query is formulated and
executed against the dataset. From the query, patterns are retrieved and aggregated based on some heuristic criteria. Many machine learning approaches have recently been used for pattern generation and aggregation, such as schema and documentation summarization in relational databases [19], the faceted approach [20], and spectral clustering techniques for summarization [21]. Figure 1 illustrates a model proposed for personalized content delivery using sampling and aggregation pattern discovery. Thresholding and filtering pattern discovery is based on the process of sifting through the entire dataset to search “interesting” patterns without the context of a query. The process starts with some initial “interestingness” criteria, from which patterns are extracted and later filtered and appropriately segmented. A proposed model for Web personalization using thresholding and filtering pattern discovery methods is illustrated in Figure 2. The disadvantage of the approaches mentioned above lies in the fact that they are domain-specific and do not holistically address the vastness of the data in hand. An additional problem facing both approaches for Web personalization mentioned above is that of accessing the system for the first time where no previous user data are available. This is also known as “cold start” in user modeling. The provision of initial information to handle cold start cases, where data are characterized by a high degree of velocity, volume, variety, variability, and veracity, is a research challenge for the future. There are some recent approaches that tend to address the cold start problem in recommender systems by combining classification, semantic, and heuristic techniques [22]. However, these approaches remain untested on the big data scale.

Consequently, the second research challenge can be formulated as follows.

**Research Challenge 2:** *Can we optimize the cold start problem in Web personalization operating on big data? Do heuristics exist for providing initial data for user modeling?*

One possible approach, together with the steps involved for providing initial data, is summarized as follows.

1. The system initiates a random number of data sources and assigns a random relevance probability.

![Figure 1. Personalization model using sampling and aggregation pattern discovery.](image1)

![Figure 2. Personalization model using thresholding and filtering pattern discovery.](image2)
2. The user initiates an interaction with the system.
3. New sources are retrieved based on information relevance, and probabilities are updated.
4. If further clicks and searches are initiated, Steps 2 and 3 are repeated.
5. Data source relevance and probabilities are updated in every step between Steps 2 and 4.

An example of the above steps is summarized in the pseudocode given below. Lines 2–4 initialize the sources with random probabilities and lines 6–11 check for user clicks and calculate similarity measures between the sources clicked and random sources already in the repository. On each click, this repository is updated with increasingly relevant sources.

```plaintext
1: procedure COLD START
2: initialization:
3: R[n] ← array of data source
4: random_probabilities ← R[initial probabilities]
5: loop:
6: while user_click do
7: if user_click = true then return relevant sources related to the click
8: probabilities ← similarity_measure(R[i])
9: loop similarity_measure:
10: for j ← 1 to length(R[n]) do
11: R[j] ← similarity(R[i], R[j])
12: goto loop.
```

This model represents a randomized probabilistic algorithm, where there exist cost $c_i$ associated with every resource $R$ and also cost $c_s$ for selecting that resource. Based on this, an informal algorithm complexity for the worst case yields a complexity of $O(c_i n + c_s m)$, where $n$ is the total number of resources and $m$ is the number of times a best resource is selected. If we consider an average case scenario, we are interested in the number of times we select a suitable resource. For this, let $X_i$ be the indicator random variable that indicates whether a resource $i$ is selected, i.e. let $X_i = 1$ if resource $i$ is selected, and 0 otherwise.

Let $X = \sum_{i=1}^{n} X_i$ be the number of times a new resource is selected. We are interested in finding a resource $R[X_i]$, which, by a property of expectation from line 3, is just $\sum_{i=1}^{n} R[X_i]$. From the pseudocode, we need to find the probability of $R[X_i] = P$ and to do this we assume that resources are selected in a random order (this is ensured by the randomization step enforced in line 4). Any one of the resources is equally likely to be the best qualified thus far, and this can be represented as $1 + \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{3} + \frac{1}{4} + \ldots + \frac{1}{n}$. Therefore, the probability that resource $i$ is better than resources 1 to $i - 1$ is just $1/i$. Therefore, $R[x_i] = 1/i$, and $R[X] \sum_{i=1}^{n} 1/i = \ln n + O(1)$. Finally, the expected number of selected resources is $O(\ln n)$ and the cost is $O(c_s \ln n)$.

### 1.1.2. Web personalization model with model-driven analytics

Model-driven analytics tends to generalize the current knowledge at hand with other knowledge that is related to it. The generalized knowledge in this case is a latent concept that is discovered. At its core, model-driven analytics is a process of pattern discovery coupled with semantic modeling through ontology engineering. Model-driven analytics is usually viewed through the prism of descriptive models and predictive models. A descriptive
model attempts mainly to fit a model to describe the observed data, while predictive models are designed to
discover a model that can predict the values of data elements for the future. The discovery of latent concepts
is observed in many closed corpus domains [23]. The goal is to demonstrate the manner in which the inclusion
of Semantic Web technologies can be deployed to enrich semantic vocabularies for the purpose of providing
semantic browsing, searching, and semantic personalization. After the semantic enrichment of data is complete,
the process of discovering latent concepts in such a closed corpus is accomplished. For example, let us consider
the process of latent concept discovery in an art museum, consisting of the following steps.

1. A user clicks on a specified artwork or topic.

2. Based on that specific artwork or topic, other resources, such as rated artists and rated topics, are
presented.

3. After several clicks, recommendations related to topics and artists emerge, such as the artist’s other
paintings and the timeline of their appearance.

A typical interaction scenario adheres to the following path. The user clicks on a specific artwork, such as *The
Jewish Bride*, after visiting the painting. The system recommends its creator, i.e. *Rembrandt*, and also provides
other painters and their artworks, for example, Rembrandt’s master, Isaac van Swanenburg, and his painting
*Spinning Wool*. The entire process results in a latent concept, such as *The Dutch Golden Age - Baroque*.

The problem of the approach mentioned above is its domain limitation. The overall UMs that are
generated by the application are tied to a specific domain, in the above case the art museum. To design the UM
such that it is practical on a large scale would be a considerable challenge. This is evident in repositories where
the Web is used to link resources that were not previously linked, such as the Linked Open Data initiative [24].
Linked Open Data currently contains approximately 9960 datasets having 149,423,660,620 triples from 2973
datasets, out of which 192,230,648 are triples from 2838 dumps and 149,231,429,972 triples from 151 datasets
via SPARQL.¹

Consequently, the third research challenge that can be formulated is as follows.

**Research Challenge 3:** How can a personalized resource delivery be created for huge data repositories
such as Linked Open Data? How can a UM be built in such versatile environments?

Our proposed method and “path of attack” for overcoming this challenge is to bridge the gap between
big data and the Semantic Web. A possible general approach that we propose is to utilize a model process of
discovery from the big data and feed it to the Semantic Web model and then utilize its inference capabilities
for future model predictions. Figure 3 depicts the integration of the Semantic Web with big data in the context
of Web personalization. To produce a specific model from the big data sources, pattern-driven analytics can be
used for generating a model based on the observed data. This model can be mapped to an ontology on the basis
of which an inference model can be generated that can serve as a UM for the personalization process. A proof
of concept was introduced in [25]; however, it is worth mentioning that it has not been extensively tested on a
large scale. The problem of adopting this approach on a large scale lies in the process of mapping the big data
entities to Semantic Web ontologies. The mapping has proven to constitute quite a difficult task, especially
when such ontologies number in the hundreds of thousands.
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Figure 3. Personalization model with big data and the Semantic Web.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the state of the art of trends in Web personalization. Section 3 presents some challenges identified within user modeling, adaptation, and personalization (UMAP), together with some directions for tackling them, and Section 4 concludes this paper.

2. Related work

Almost a decade ago, several new emerging trends for personalization were envisioned, and effort has been invested toward a generic AHS [26]. These trends have shifted and the possibilities of some have been exhausted, whereas other aspects, such as meta-personalization, context awareness, and open-corpus personalization, slightly went “under the radar” of personalization research, without researchers giving this oversight serious thought. In this section, we introduce these trends and analyze them from the current perspective and the work accomplished thus far.

2.1. Ontologies for web personalization

The use of ontologies for Web personalization is an idea that has been propagated within the research community for more than a decade. It is publicly known that, for many personalized and adaptive applications, currently authors create not only the information space but also the semantic or concept space.

The process of combining UMs and content based on a single ontology across multiple applications has been shown to be feasible. This is seen especially in various applications, such as learning environments [27] [28], flexible and reusable user interfaces [29], and social network-based user modeling [30]. Some attempts were even focused on building a complete adaptive application based on ontology and defining rules and inferences on such rules on a semantic level [31]. Current studies have even attempted reasoning on more dynamic data, such as stream sensor data [32] or dynamic Semantic Web data [33].

The process of personalization and user modeling where multiple ontologies are involved has proven to be a nontrivial task, because it involves two main obstacles: mapping across multiple ontologies for the same concept and reasoning over ontologies. One proposed semantic personalization approach is to use both personalized information retrieval at a semantic level and resource personalization. The overall architecture of the system consists of the following main modules.

- The user data extraction module extracts user-browsing activities and inserts them into the user knowledge base (ontology) as object instances or data properties. User-browsing activities are stored in many formats (logs, database tables, etc.) on the browser’s side and additional intermediary tasks are required for these extractions and data mappings.
The user knowledge base represents an ontology that depicts user activities on the semantic level. It usually comprises user sessions, visited content, and generated user views as part of personalization. Browsing activities from the data extraction phase are also stored in the ontology in the form of object instances or data properties.

Ontology retrieval and application is a phase of ontology aggregation and fetching from various repositories based on user interaction behavior. For instance, if a user is interested in a particular topic, to “adapt” to this concrete user activity a specific ontology from publicly available repositories should be acquirable (such as Cupboard, Knoodl, Schemapedia, SchemaWeb, TONES, etc.).

The reasoning process draws conclusions on instances and data properties based on the classes, class hierarchies, and various restriction properties defined explicitly in the ontologies.

The system has been tested against 1699 retrieved documents, which resulted in a total of 43,713 entries in the knowledge base. However, the approach is yet to be tested in big data environments [34].

2.2. Open corpus personalization

Modeling a knowledge base from a known data space and its mapping to a specific concept (closed corpus personalization) is easier than mapping a previously unknown data space to a relevant concept (open corpus personalization). In the former case, the mapping process can be executed by the author or a domain expert; in the latter case, the mapping of a previously unknown data space should be executed at runtime, which requires bringing the fields of Web personalization, big data, information retrieval, data mining, and the Semantic Web together.

Previous research on personalization was focused mainly on separating linking between resources and the space to which they relate and attempting to find alternative linking based on the open corpus space that the resources encounter. Most of the methods were focused around personalized navigation support for open corpus resources, providing either manual or automatic indexing of such open corpus resources [35].

In recent years, there has been a tendency to apply ontology-based personalization for open corpus resources [36], generate open corpuses for languages [37], or generate open corpuses by performing large-scale information retrieval, as well as language construct retrieval and linking [38].

Although the advent of big data has rendered open corpus personalization very difficult, the approach in Research Challenge 3 can still be applied by utilizing big data meaningfully through the enforcement of appropriate data integration. The work of Bizer et al. provided a solid ground for future approaches for good data integration. Originally, Bizer et al. presented a data integration step challenge, which involved a big data closed corpus of US patients’ medical data [39]. These steps can be extrapolated also to an open corpus by following the following revised steps.

- **Define the subcorpus** in relation to the information space related to the problem that needs to be solved or query that should be answered, e.g., finding facts about the effects of global warming related to climate change in the last five years.

- **Search** the subcorpus space and find resources that map to the related problem.

- **Extract, transform, and load (ETL)** the relevant parts of the resource and present them in an appropriate format.
• Perform entity resolution, which should verify that the resources and the entities within the resources are unique, relevant, and comprehensive. Given that unique identification is practically and technically unfeasible, not all candidate data portions will refer to the entity in question. More challenging are data elements that describe aspects of the entity in question at different levels of abstraction and from different viewpoints and contexts.

• Verify query answering efficiency; that is, after the data element selection process for the entity, compute the answer efficiency using domain-specific comparisons and calculations.

It is worth mentioning that entity resolution can be effectively tackled by using Semantic Web technologies, especially using OWL disambiguation constructs, such as namespaces, equality, inequalities, property characteristics, disjointedness, and cardinalities.

2.3. Group personalization

Traditional personalization systems deliver personalization for a single user. However, the proliferation of data today requires optimizations. As a result, group personalization appears to be a feasible approach in the case of big data. Taking into account the effect of personalizations generated for other users and applying the same or similar personalization to a current user appears a solid foundation for future personalization methods and techniques within the realm of big data and the Semantic Web. In this direction, group personalization approaches exist that tackle the cold-start problem [40] and group personalization for friend recommendations on social media [41].

2.4. Information retrieval and data mining

Information retrieval and data mining techniques for personalization have been in existence for more than two decades. An extensive review of Web mining for personalization was presented in [42]. Data preprocessing approaches, such as similarity measures, sampling, and dimensionality reduction, have been used extensively in Web log mining for extracting user behavior in conjunction with the Semantic Web [43] [44], as have classification techniques, such as nearest neighbors, decision trees, ANNs, Bayesian classifiers, SVMs, and ensemble learning, as presented for example in [45], and clustering methods, such as k-means and specific cluster analysis for recommendations [46].

Whereas all these methods have yielded some substantial results for capturing their “immediate” effects on personalization, the advent of deep learning within big data can help in the future to generate more “evolutive” models, which will tend to grasp the more long-term effects. To the best of our knowledge, no method or model that outlines such an approach exists.

2.5. Meta-personalization

Previous personalization techniques applied in the Web environment are related mainly to analyzing user behavior to produce a personalization effect. This raises many problems, especially when the system becomes very efficient in presenting the content that it already knows and for which it is trained. However, the question emerges as to the action the system should take when users access “nonrecommended” content. This raises the issue of scrutinizing the personalization process (scrutability). The main question posed here is why that particular personalization effect occurred. This requires approaches that will monitor why specific
personalization rules occur as such and update such rules where necessary; hence, the term meta-personalization is used.

Thus far, systems have been proposed that have tended to present some meta-personalization functionalities, such as KBS Hyperbook, LAOS, or AHA! as mentioned in Section 1. However, their functionality is limited to their closed domains and applications. Meta-personalization in the context of big data remains to be seen.

2.6. Context awareness and multimedia personalization

The proliferation of ubiquitous environments, such as the IoT, demands personalization methods and techniques that render personalization systems more decoupled and less dependent on the environments in which they operate. Recently, contributions in the area of personalized learning systems [47] [48] [49] or context-aware recommender systems [50] [51] have appeared. The generation of personalized information systems that will provide content independence at every level of the personalization process (data collection, UM generation, and personalization engine) is yet to be realized. One approach that we have proposed in this direction is to introduce more fine-grained and loosely coupled content types [52].

3. Future challenges and opportunities

Personalization methods and techniques cover various aspects, such as personalization of content, links, or both. Well-known personalization methods are adaptive presentation and adaptive navigation support with techniques such as annotation, hiding, appearance, or dimming of content or links. A complete taxonomy of methods and techniques was provided by De Bra and Brusilovsky [53]. To make these methods and techniques practical on a large scale is a substantial research challenge. Based on the literature review above, the following challenges and future research opportunities are identified.

1. Scrutability of UMs and personalization.
2. Perpetuity of personalization in multicontext environments.
3. Meta-personalization that avoids the filter bubble.
4. The problem of convergent and divergent semantics.

3.1. Scrutability of user modeling and personalization

Scrutability in user modeling has been a long-lasting and debatable issue in Web personalization [54]. It is not sufficient for the system to recommend specific personalized content to the user; the process of quantifying the amount of knowledge the system has about the user is also crucial. Consequently, the process of scrutinizing a particular adaptation rule in terms of the reason why it behaved as it did represents adaptation scrutability. The generation of a UM based on simple (expert system written) rules renders the UM self-explanatory and easily understandable [55]. For instance, supposing a closed corpus of data, such as in the case of the art museum mentioned above, generalization facts can be inferred by using rules in the following form:

\[
\text{visit}(\text{painting } A) \text{ by painter} B \implies \text{relevance}(A) \leftarrow 100\% \quad \text{and} \quad \text{relevance}(B) \leftarrow \frac{100\%}{\#\text{paintings}(A)} \tag{1}
\]
In this rule, the approach is fairly straightforward. The user is visiting a specific resource, in which case the relevance of resource A is increased by 100% and the relevance of closely related resource B is increased by the fraction proportional to the number of other resources concerning resource A. These rules can be easily templated in the UM. However, the behavior and effectiveness of scrutable models operating in the large scale remain to be explored. Consequently, the fourth research challenge addresses scrutability in terms of template rule generalizations.

**Research Challenge 4:** Can we define a scrutable personalization model by utilizing an information schema for personalization and associate generated template rules with the connections in such a schema?

The use of direct inferences available in ontologies can help in this direction, because evidence exists that such inferences are quite fast [56]. This is important, because many systems that use data mining, neural networks, and the recently developed deep learning techniques fail to grasp the semantic interpretation of a specific recommended resource. The issue of the scrutability of personalization becomes even more challenging when the personalization process is based on collective behavior involving many users. In this direction, the user modeling and personalization community, to the same extent as it considers the aspect of UM scrutability, should also consider the issue of the scrutability of personalization rules. This means that we should make personalization rules as scrutable as UMs.

### 3.2. Perpetuity of personalization in multicontext environments

In user modeling and personalization, rigorous empirical approaches have been used to test the effectiveness of one system as compared with others. If one method was deemed better than another, the evaluation process involved test subjects that proved the claim with a solid degree of certainty. In the study in [57], many individual UMs were combined to create a group recommendation. The approach applied many methods, such as plurality voting, averaging and multiplicative methods, the Bora count method, the Copeland rule, and the least misery strategy. However, to demonstrate the effectiveness of one system in multiple contexts has proven to be a problem. In practice, there can be a method that operates with a high level of accuracy that can be validated across multiple users and even user groups; however, when the context is changed the personalization accuracy and efficiency are diminished. In this sense, the best “engine” for user modeling and personalization has yet to be designed. Such an engine is not expected to be compartmentalized for every application type and domain as the situation currently stands, but the search should be focused on combinations of classes, methods, and types of applications, which, when combined with personalization, will yield satisfactory results in multiple contexts.

Semantic Web technologies should be considered an important niche in this process. Semantic annotation of the context of uses in one ontology would be a grounded track to explore; the user modeling and personalization research community has not yet been able to meet the challenge. The reasons vary from the overwhelming inundation of big data on the one hand to poor industry adoption of Semantic Web technologies on the other, despite the fact that the Semantic Web has been a well-founded W3C standard for more than two decades.

### 3.3. Meta-personalization and filter bubble prevention

Domain-specific personalization relies on domain experts to define UMs and personalization algorithms for such systems. For instance, in personalized learning environments, the expert designs the rules based on the learning environments (learner-centered, knowledge-centered, assessment-centered, community centered, etc.), learning styles (verbal, visual, and aural), or synchronous/asynchronous learning. The experts also define the sequence
of learning, its pace, and the appropriate ordering of the material so that the personalization engine can set requirements for the topic, such as a prior reading list, set the progress on the topic, etc.

In cases where the domain tends to become larger, semantic knowledge bases are used together with template rules to generate personalization. To exacerbate the problem, in modern large and dynamic applications the human expert(s) approach becomes unfeasible. Thus, data-driven personalization is an effective means of providing personalized content to users. For this reason, collaborative filtering has been in existence for many years and utilization of the “wisdom of the crowd” to recommend content has been an acceptable approach. The caveat of the collaborative approach lies in the fact that it is focused on past user behaviors rather than future possible activities. As a result, the personalization tends to evolve by collectively taking into account only previous experiences. The system perfects itself by becoming increasingly better by using previously personalized content but fails to provide ordinary content that might be of interest to the user. However, what happens when someone wants to access nonrecommended content? The user becomes trapped in a set of personalized content, and when he or she cannot easily access nonrecommended content, it lurks in its data space called “the filter bubble”. In this aspect, many e-commerce, news, and video content providers fail to address the issue. Figure 4 illustrates the filter bubble and possible “bursting” by using predictive modeling.

![Figure 4](image)

Figure 4. Predictive modeling approach for filter bubble “bursting”.

One interesting research challenge that is worth exploring is as follows.

**Research Challenge 5:** How can semantic data and semantic inference be utilized for meta-personalization and filter bubble avoidance?

Semantic Web technologies provide a solid ground for inference on huge repositories. The Semantic Web languages have reached a solid maturity level in that they are capable of representing factual knowledge through data models (XML, RDFs, and OWL), terminological knowledge through ontologies (OWL, DAML+OIL, etc.), and inference knowledge (OIL, DAML+OIL, and OWL). Each of these has its own strengths and weaknesses resulting from the level of expressiveness and inference. However, the technology has reached a level where
it can be used in a layered approach on a large scale \cite{58}. Very good semantic Web knowledge bases exist, such as YAGO \cite{59}, that can be utilized for meta-personalization that could either “burst” the filter bubble for recommending new content or reduce the filter bubble by continuously feeding new nonpersonalized content in which the user might show interest.

The only caveat of the approach mentioned above is that it is not system- and method-bound. It is rather related to the structure or, more precisely, to the no-structure of the data in hand, especially in extremely large data repositories. There exist W3C initiatives, such as Linked Open Data and Microformats, that tend to help enrich the Web structure with semantic meaning for the data at hand, but their feasibility is yet to be determined.

3.4. The problem of convergent and divergent semantics

The issue of data provenance and trust in the Semantic Web was debatable from its very inception. There are many points of view related to different issues. For instance, if we consider the Middle East crisis as described in a Wikipedia article, we see that there exist different points of view on the topic: the Palestinian point of view on the Arab-Israeli conflict, the Israeli point of view, the point of view of the neighboring countries, and the point of view of the international community. If a particular semantic knowledge base was filled with facts from all points of view, these facts would be debatable on the one hand and convergent and conflicting from the personalization standpoint on the other. The above-mentioned case is a typical example of convergent semantics. Semantic knowledge today suffers heavily from convergent and divergent semantics. The convergent and divergent semantics is depicted in Figure 5. In the former case, for the same issue, there are many facts that make the trustworthiness of the source weak and a high-quality personalization process almost unattainable, whereas in the latter case a “dispersion” of facts that may contribute to the same goal of knowledge is observed.

The problem that personalization faces within the context of semantic divergence is that, for the sake of quick data retrieval, inference, and content personalization, many sources fail to aggregate. If we consider counter terrorism measures, for instance, data aggregation is of utmost importance. Collaboration on building knowledge bases from various sources, such as intelligence sources, banks, local police enforcement, and social institutions, and detecting specific data patterns from such divergent environments represent a challenge on which the user modeling and personalization research community should focus.
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  \draw[-latex] (convergent) -- node[below] {Point of View 5} (convergent);
  \draw[-latex] (divergent) -- node[above] {Counter Terrorism Measures} (divergent);
  \draw[-latex] (divergent) -- node[below] {Local Police Enforcement} (divergent);
  \draw[-latex] (divergent) -- node[below] {Security Cameras} (divergent);
  \draw[-latex] (divergent) -- node[below] {Homeland Security} (divergent);
  \draw[-latex] (divergent) -- node[below] {Banks} (divergent);
  \draw[-latex] (divergent) -- node[below] {Social Institutions} (divergent);
\end{tikzpicture}
\caption{Convergent and divergent semantics.}
\end{figure}
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4. Conclusion
The omnipresence of data will most likely shift research in the UMAP field in the coming years toward the development of methods and techniques that will deliver more generic, open-corpus, and effective applications that will meet the challenges of big data. Based on the above-mentioned identified disadvantages, the state of the art, and the research challenges lying ahead, the authors can foresee meta-personalization and personalization scrutability as directions for hot topics in UMAP in the years to come. It is also considered that the community will tackle Web personalization to bridge the gap between big data and the Semantic Web, creating systems that will incorporate both in a single holistic framework.

The purpose of this paper was threefold: first, to present a brief introduction to Web personalization from the perspective of both big data and the Semantic Web, together with the current state of the art; second, to identify potential research challenges related to the three disciplines; and third, to outline future challenges and opportunities that can attract the attention of the community.
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